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Principal’s Desk 
A Carnival is a celebration of festivity, togetherness and a way to     
connect with members of the society. This year, Bal Bharati Public 
School Rohini celebrated the winter herald on 25 December 2019 in 
the Winter Carnival themed Learning Beyond Classrooms: A platform 
for Bal Bharatians to perform, organise, engage and lead.  

Amidst all the fun and frolic, this fiesta was a complete learning         
endeavour organized by the students under the guidance of                 
Prefectorial Board. The various activities engaged the students in     
honing skills such as enhanced inter-personal relations, effective      
communication, creative thinking, judicious planning, execution and 
leadership skills etc. The students thoroughly enjoyed participating in 
all the activities. 

They enthusiastically took part in the musical extravaganza  Razzmatazz 
and walked the ramp with panache for Trends and Flaunts that was 
judged by Ms. Rita Gangwani, Beauty Pageant Mentor; Ms. Manya 
Pathak, TV Actor and Ms. Vidisha Baliyan, Ms World Deaf, 2019. 

The enthralling parade and flashmob left the audience spellbound. In 
another performance, the rhythmic fitness moves of the students     
instilled in them the value of fitness in tandem with Fit India          
Movement. A heart-warming dance performance by students with    
Special Needs from Chetna School of Rehabilitation left the audience 
stirred with the patriotic emotion depicted by them.  

The event was also marked with a great Musical infusion during Band 
Performance by Zaman Khan organized in collaboration with School 
Alumnus, Vibhor Hasija. The spirit of music was blended with a tech 
spectacle, the Laser Show that rendered  high energy pulse to the     
carnival. There couldn’t have been a more jubilant closure to a year 
that marked the 75 Glorious Years of Child Education Society ( CES),  
backbone of all our accomplishments under the able guidance of      
Shri. L.R. Channa (President, CES). I extend a heart- felt gratitude to all 
stakeholders for supporting us in making this event a great success. 
May we continue to rejoice in times ahead. 

GEETA GANGWANI 

( PRINCIPAL) 
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Bal Bharati Public School Rohini organized Winter  

Carnival on 25 December 2019 amidst Christmas 

cheer , fun and frolic. In  continuation with the          

celebration of 75 glorious years of Child Education 

Society, the apex body of Bal Bharati schools, the    

Carnival had numerous special attractions and         

performances. Luminaries of the Child Education     

Society- CES, Managing Committee members, fellow 

principals of BBPS units , School PTA , Alumni and 

parents graced the occasion with their benign         

presence.  

Apart from the regular highlights of the event like game stalls , gourmet stalls , Meena     

Bazaar , DJ , Kaun Banega Luckpati ,Baby Show and fun rides, there were also some       

impressive music and dance performances by students. A  cavalcade on Lord Jesus's birth, 

Flashmob, display of Physical Fitness and Rope Skipping acts and a heart warming act by 

Special Needs individuals from Chetna School of Rehabilitation also decorated the day. 

The event was also laced with a touch of glamour with fashion walk: Trends and Flaunts 

judged by Ms Rita Gangwani, Beauty Pageant  Mentor , Author and Life Coach ;            

Ms. Manya Pathak of TV show Dilli  Darlings fame and Ms. Vidisha   Baliyan , Ms World 

Deaf 2019. The main attractions of the event was the invigorating band Performance by 

rising singing sensation Zaman Khan in collaboration with school Almunus, Vibhor Hasija 

and a magnificent laser show. The glittering evening witnessed a high footfall and          

everyone lauded the school's effort in putting up a great community programme. The event 

was a learning beyond classrooms as it gave a platform to the students to organise, engage          

and lead.  

Recall of the day 
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Razzmatazz : A Talent Hunt 

Razzmatazz, a talent hunt was organized 
for the students of  classes Pre School to 
XII as a part of the Winter Carnival         
celebrations. An extravaganza of dance, 
fashion and music, it provided a platform to 
the students to showcase their skills.    
Razzmatazz also included Beat Boxing and 
Stand Up Comedy.  It was a display of   
myriad colours and hidden talents. 
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Celebrating the Festive Spirit 
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Baby Show  
Baby Show was held on 25 December 2019 for the    
children from the age of 6 months to 5 years. Qualified 
doctors from renowned hospitals of Delhi were invited 
to assess the health of the participants and advise their 
parents. A special ramp walk was also organized for the 
Best dressed babies. Exciting prizes for Healthy Baby, 
Best Dressed Baby, Photogenic Baby and Baby with 
Sparkling Smile were sponsored by Nutrimed. It was an            
exhibition of enthusiasm, excitement and baby giggles. 
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 Vogue    

 Flash mob... Happy Feet 

Participants dressed in beautiful silhouettes of varied hues walked the 

ramp in Vogue, a fashion fair. The participants confidently shared the 

stage with  Mrs. Delhi 2016, Ms. Sheetal Srivastava . The  event was a    

resounding success. 
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Trends & Flaunts : A Fashion Walk 

Trends and flaunts, a fashion walk was organized in association with T-Series   

Education. Participants oozing with style and  glamour walked the ramp         

gracefully. The eminent panel of judges comprised of  Ms. Rita Gangwani, a 

Beauty Pageant Judge, Life Coach and a motivational speaker, Ms. Manya 

Pathak, a household name with her  show Dilli Darlings and a Philanthropist  

supporting 3 charities. The occasion was also graced by Ms. Vidisha Baliyan,   

Ms. World (Deaf) 2019.  

Left to right: Ms. Manya Pathak, Ms. Rita Gangwani,         

Principal BBPSRH  and  Ms. Nalini Bhalla (Event Incharge) 

Left to right: Ms. Meera Wadhwa (HM), Winner( T&F), 

Ms. Rita Gangwani and Ms. Vidisha Baliyan. 
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Jamming to the End 
Continuing with the celebration of 75 glorious years of CES, the Winter 
Carnival, 2019 too had some special attractions. The Alumni                
Association, BBPS Rohini presented a Musical performance and laser 
show. The alumnus, Vibhor Hasija and Yours Eventfully brought to 
school the famous singer Zaman Khan. The music performance was     
accompanied with a laser show. It was indeed the perfect  icing on the 
cake and gave the day a musical ending. 


